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          Product: PDFNet

Product Version: 9.3.0

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

How can I save the redaction’s overlay text font and horizontal text alignment? Can you provide an example in Java?

 appearance.horizTextAlignment = new Redaction(page.getSDFObj()).getQuadForm();


The above line always sets alignment=3, no matter of the justification that is in the XFDF document.

 appearance.font = new Font(redaction.getSDFObj());


The above line results with exception.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Import annotations in Java - Merging XFDF directly into the PDF
	Java PDF Annotation Library
	Merge Form Data File (FDF or XFDF) to PDF Forms in Java - Merging XFDF directly into the PDF
	APIs to redact PDF content in Java

Forums:	Save annotation throwing Custom filter is not valid error
	React Native not rendering annotation comments from external system
	Round rectangle using Corner Radius
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          Hi,

Can you please send over the PDF file with the redaction?

Can you also let us know what applied the original redaction, i.e. WebViewer or 3rd party?
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          The redaction is applied in WebViewer v8.9. Links are the test PDF as downloaded from the WebViewer and document containing the XFDF string.
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Test_PDF_1.0.pdf


Google Drive file.
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143_1.0.xml


Google Drive file.


  

  
    
    
  


  



Bellow is the exception I get when trying to set the font with this line:

appearance.font = new com.pdftron.pdf.Font(redaction.getSDFObj());
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